EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS IN USING INTERNATIONAL VALUATION STANDARDS IN LAND MANAGEMENT AND LEGISLATION FRAMEWORK

CASE OF ROMANIA

I. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Expanding human requirements and economic activities are placing ever increasing pressure on land resources, creating competition and conflicts and resulting in suboptimal use of both land and land resources.

By examining all uses of land in an integrated manner, it makes it possible to:

- Minimize conflicts
- Make the most efficient trade-offs
- To link social and economic development with environmental protection and enhancement, thus helping to achieve the objectives of sustainable development.

One of its key components is a conscious consideration of the needs of the future generations.

II. THE EVOLUTION OF REAL ESTATE MARKET

a. FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN ROMANIA’S REAL ESTATE MARKET
b. MORTGAGE INFLUENCE ON THE REAL ESTATE MARKET
c. LEGAL FRAMEWORK

III. APPRAISAL POLICIES. THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ROMANIAN VALUERS

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The Romanian Legal Support resides in Law no 137/1995, which was enforced before the implementation of National Sustainable Development Strategy in order to support this long term strategy.

Strategic methods and principles under Law 137/1995
- To implement the environment policies harmonized with the developing programme
- To link between the environment project and the land management
- Setting up the economic stimulants and coercions
- Setting up norms and standards, their harmonization with the international regulations and the enforcement of the coercive programmes
The principle of caution regarding the decision making process
Benefits: the preservation of cultural heritage

The principle of prevention the ecological disasters and damages

Benefits: A clear habitat

Steps forward: works of hydro-amelioration

The principle of biodiversity and ecosystems specific to the natural biological and geographical environment

The principle “The polluter pays”
Application: Sanctions, fees
The main concern is to remove the pollutants which have a dangerous, direct influence on people’s health.

**Application:** The project “Rosia Montana” which implies the using of prohibited methods of gold exploitation. The works have been stopped by the authorities.

Besides the negative effect on the environment, on the archaeological heritage in the area, another influence would have been on the real estate market in the neighbourhood.

The prices of the houses might lower.

The pollution would decrease the potential investments.

---

The principle of sustainable utilization & international cooperation in order to assure the quality of the environment:

**Applications**

- The reconstruction of Danube Delta environment &
- The international cooperation among the river-side states regarding the reconstruction of the Danube Delta

---

**THE ISSUES AS WATER POLLUTION AND WATER CONSUMPTION, ENERGETIC RESOURCES AS GAS, COAL, IMPACT ON LAND AND HUMAN HABITAT STARTED TO BE SOLVED IN A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH**

**THE ECOLOGICAL CHANGES, THE NEGATIVE EFFECTS ON THE ENVIRONMENT CAN AFFECT IN TIME THE LAND AVAILABILITY AND HAVE IMPACT ON THE NEIGHBOURHOOD PROPERTIES**

It is known that prices of properties lower in these conditions.

---

**OBVIOUSLY THERE IS THE LINK BETWEEN THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND THE REAL ESTATE MARKET**

---

**THE ROMANIAN REAL ESTATE MARKET**

In the 90’s, in the Central and Eastern Europe countries such as Czech Republic, Poland and Hungary occupied the leading positions as regards the options of institutional and independent investors.

Due to the positive evolution during the last 3-4 years, both in terms of actual economic increase and in terms of adoption of norms and standards necessary for a functional economy, the Romanian real estate market is now assaulted by investors.
THE INTEREST OF THE INVESTORS IS BASED ON
• A FUNCTIONAL ECONOMY
• THE PERSPECTIVE OF ROMANIA’S EUROPEAN UNION ACCESSION
• THE HIGHLY PERMISSIVE TAX POLICY WHICH IS 0% TAXATION FOR NATURAL PERSONS AND 1.5% FOR CERTAIN CATEGORIES OF COMPANIES FOR REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS
• THE PROFIT IS MUCH HIGHER THAN THE EUROPEAN AVERAGE PROFIT
• THE MARKET RISK IS LOWER
• THE DEVELOPMENT OF MORTGAGE MARKET THAT PROVIDES FUNDS FOR THE ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY WITH THE HELP OF BANK LOANS WHICH ALLOWED MORE PARTIES TO ENTER THE BUYING MARKET
• A POSITIVE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT ALSO INFLUENCED BY THE LEGISLATION REGARDING THE FOREIGN INVESTMENTS

THESE CUMULATED FACTORS TURNED ROMANIAN REAL ESTATE MARKET INTO A VERY ATTRACTIVE ENVIRONMENT

THE MARKET IS EXPECTED TO REACH 11 BILLION US IN 2007 WITH TRANSACTIONS INCREASING BY 30% EACH YEAR

MOST OF THE INVESTORS ARE FOREIGNERS, ESPECIALLY ITALIAN, GERMAN AND AUSTRIAN BUT ROMANIANS HAVE AN IMPORTANT SHARE AS WELL

THE WESTERN AREAS OF THE COUNTRY ARE WITNESSING AN INCREASED PRESENCE OF FOREIGNERS WHO COME AND MAKE MASSIVE LAND PURCHASES

THE FOREIGN INVESTORS HAVE SHOWN A HIGHER LEVEL OF TRUST THE ROMANIAN BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT AND OFTEN CONSIDER MAJOR PORTFOLIO ACQUISITIONS IN THE LARGE CITIES

RESIDENTIAL LANDS

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MORTGAGE MARKET THAT PROVIDES FUNDS FOR THE ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY WITH THE HELP OF BANK LOANS WHICH ALLOWED MORE PARTIES TO ENTER THE BUYING MARKET

MANY PEOPLE COULD MOVE FROM A FLAT TO A HOUSE
"LAND FOR RETAIL USE"

THE SITUATION IS NOT VERY BRIGHT AT THE MOMENT.
CURRENTLY THERE IS A CRISIS OF LANDS THAT ARE SUITABLE FOR RETAIL AND COMMERCIAL SECTOR.

DEMAND FOR RETAIL LAND IN 2004 WAS DIVIDED IN MAIN DIFFERENT TYPES OF DEVELOPMENTS:

- Gas stations
- Showrooms
- Supermarkets

"LAND WITH INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT"

LAND FOR THE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT WILL DECREASE BECAUSE ALL LAND WITH GOOD EXPOSURE IS QUICKLY ABSORBED BY THE SUPPLY OF MARKET.

"NORTHERN LOCATIONS IN BUCHAREST CONTINUED TO BE IN THE HIGHEST DEMAND BECAUSE OF RAPID DEVELOPMENT, EASY ACCESS TO CENTER OF THE TOWN AND MOUNTAINS AREAS.

LAND DOUBLED ITS VALUE"
OFFICE BUILDINGS

THE MARKET FOR OFFICE BUILDINGS IN BUCHAREST HAD A DYNAMIC EVOLUTION

AVAILABILITY IS DECREASING

THE SUPPLY LAND FOR OFFICES WILL BE LIMITED WHILE DEMAND WILL INCREASE

PRICES WILL RISE

INVESTMENTS LEGAL FRAME

LAND INVESTMENTS ARE STRONG IN ALL SEGMENTS

UTILITIES, REAL ESTATE SECTOR FROM FARMING LAND TO THE MOST SOPHISTICATED HOUSES ARE THE STARS OF THE MOMENT

THE FREEDOM OF INVESTMENTS, FORMS AND METHODS

THE POSSIBILITY OF INVESTING IN ANY FIELD AND UNDER ANY JURIDICAL FORM PROVIDED BY THE LAW

THE EQUAL TREATMENT

THE GUARANTEES AGAINST NATIONALIZATION, EXPROPRIATION OR ANY OTHER MEASURE OF SIMILAR EFFECT

THE RIGHT TO OWN MOVABLE AND IMMOVABLE ASSETS, EXCEPTING THE LAND WHICH MAY BE ACQUIRED BY ROMANIAN NATURAL AND ROMANIAN PERSONS

THE RIGHT TO ELECT THE COMPETENT COURT OR ARBITRATION

THE INFLUENCE OF MORTGAGE LAW AND BANKING LAW ON THE REAL ESTATE MARKET

AN OPEN MARKET FOR MANY PLAYERS

- THE MORTGAGE LAW TOGETHER WITH THE BANKING LAW ALLOWS FOR LOANS TO BE SECURED BY FUTURE PROPERTY
- AS THE PROPERTY IS BUILT IT BECOMES SUBJECT TO THE MORTGAGE
- MANY LENDERS REQUIRE LIFE INSURANCE ON THE PRINCIPAL BORROWER
- THE CHANGE IN THE VALUE OF THE PROPERTY DOES NOT REQUIRE MODIFICATION FOR INITIAL REGISTRATION
- THESE PROVISIONS WERE INCLUDED IN THE LAW IN ORDER TO ALLOW ANL (NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY) TO DEVELOP AND FINANCE THE SALE OF HOUSING
APPRAISAL POLICIES

- The National Association of Romanian Valuers was established in Romania in 1997 as a response to the economic changes and to the new concept of free market.
- The Anevar (National Association of Romanian Valuers) also set up the Romanian Institute of Valuation Research which coordinated draft project for Anevar standards named Valuation Standards defined accordingly to the European and International Standards.
- Anevar is a member of the Board Committee of IVSC (International Valuation Standards Committee) and Full member of TEGoVA (The European Group of Valuers’ Associations).
- One of its medium term aims is to harmonize the various standards, from the valuation field, the sales field, the buildings and cadastre-geodesy fields in order to operate with a common language, using as reference ISO 9000 (quality standards) and ISO 1400 (environmental management).

CONCLUSIONS

- This paper aims to show the links among the international requests of sustainable development in a global society and the real estate market considered to be an important part of the habitat.
- The steps forward made by Romania in this direction are highlighted by an adequate legislation oriented to a new definition of the property right under the new constitution which guarantees the property right and the restitution of properties – restitution in integrum.
- All these legal provisions had a dynamic impact on the real estate market.
- Romania is a potential market which has a bright future in the field of the real estate investments, considering the needs for a new urban policy and the existence of a large, common, free, European market.
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